


THE PEOPLE

Camilla Rossi-Chauvenet, the entrepreneur, believes in 
the strength of innovation in the wine business.

Fourth in the family line, Camilla creates the brand 
Massimago from her family’s property vineyard.

She creates a young and dynamic company which directs 
its investments on territory’s knowledge and high 
technology, to reach full sustainability and excellent 
quality levels.
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FAMILY HERITAGE
Massimago belongs to Cracco and Rossi-Chauvenet family 
since 1883. The Cracco family established in the estate, 
their countryside residence.

Today, family values of great respect for their 

territory is still the main guidance.

During four generations, the Cracco and 
Rossi-Chauvenet family took great care of the estate, 
starting the grapes production at the end of the XIX 
century.



THE ESTATE
Historically know as MAXIMUM-AGIUM (maximum 
wellness), the ancient toponym describing the 
beauty of the place. Two water sources make this 
place a nice, green area of biodiversity.

The Massimago estate is in the heart of Mezzane 
Valley (Valpolicella – Verona), located on a hill of 
an elevation from 80 to 400 meters.

The total estate is a compact group of vineyards (a 
monopole), olive trees, and woods, for a total of 33 
hectares.

The Estate Resides At A 30 Km Distance 

From The City Of Verona.
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THE ESTATE

A half of Massimago vineyards was 

planted in the ’50s. The last was 

planted more recently;

The totality of the hectares are 

planted with native varieties: 

Corvina, Corvinone, & 

Rondinella;

Besides the vineyards, Massimago 

hosts centenary olive trees for the 

production of the organic extra virgin 

olive oil;
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THE ESTATE

The whole estate orientation is south-west. The estate enjoys 

very good ventilation during the year.

Like A treasure casket, Massimago estate is hidden from the 

woods upon the hill.

14 parcels form the totality of the vineyards of the estate.

The main soil type of the estate is limestone (especially in the 

most elevated areas). Clay is also very common (in the lowest 

part of the estate)



PHILOSOPHY

 Massimago is dedicated to the 
production of the most important 

wines of the appellation 
Valpolicella;

Aiming to the highest 
quality standards in their wines, 
Massimago models an artisanal 

luxury production;

Massimago reinterprets 
the ancient values in a new 

organic and sustainable wine 
producing vision;

• Parcels vinification, is the starting point to 
produce wines with a territorial profile, 
enhancing those characteristics that make our 
wines unique;

• Time and dedication. It’s the company belief 
that follows Massimago in the main production 
processes: growing, ripening, drying, 
vinification, & aging. 
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In the year 2008 Massimago starts the process to become an 
organic estate; all products not coming from organic or natural 
processes used in the vineyards, as well as in the cellar, are 
eliminated;

In the year 2014, Massimago obtained the organic certification;

Massimago maintains a very responsible approach to its vineyard: 
all grapes are hand-harvested; carried to a very short distance 
for all drying and vinification processes;

The drying warehouse (fruttaio in Italian) is built in an elevated 
area of the estate, taking advantage of the winds to gently dry the 
Amarone grapes naturally;

SUSTAINABILITY
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Most of the energy is conveyed by solar panels;

Several organic and sustainable procedures are carried 
out in the vineyards such as green manure, grape skins 
compost;

Biodiversity & spontaneous growing is facilitated;

Grapes protection is carried out through sulfur, copper, 
and seaweed spray only.
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MASSIMAGO IN NUMBERS

12 H Of Vineyards* 33 H Total Estate**

1000 Grapes Production (In Q)* 750 Wine Production  (In HL)*

80.000 Wine Production  (in btls)*
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PRODUCTION

Massimago production is mainly dedicated to red 

wines, made from native grape varieties 

(Corvina, Corvinone, & Rondinella), although the 

winery produces sparkling rosè wines from the 

same grapes, & white wines from the local white 

variety: Garganega.

This way, Massimago is able to offer a complete 

range of wines.
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WINES
A complete range of wines, divided into 3 LINES 

MASSIMAGO “PORTRAITS”

MASSIMAGO “INNOVATION”
”OUR INTERPRETATION OF THE TERROIR. THE CREATIVE SIDE OF VALPOLICELLA"

"RICH & FRUITY WINES. COMPLEX, & FULL OF PERSONALITY".

MASSIMAGO “PARCEL SELECTION”
"TERRITORIAL, TOP QUALITY WINE, FROM SELECTED PARCELS OF THE ESTATE"
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• The pure expression of single parcel uniqueness;

• Only the best selected grapes;

• Up to 100 days drying (appassimento) of the grapes;

• 4 years vinification/ refinement every vintage;

• Incredibly complex and elegant wine;

• Potent and age-worthy;

Amarone Docg “SVM400”
Single parcel: Macie

WINES

"TERRITORIAL, TOP QUALITY WINE, FROM SELECTED PARCELS OF THE 
ESTATE"

MASSIMAGO “PARCEL SELECTION”
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WINES

"TERRITORIAL, TOP QUALITY WINE, FROM SELECTED PARCELS OF THE 
ESTATE"

MASSIMAGO “PARCEL SELECTION”

• Only the best selected grapes;

• Up to 100 days drying (appassimento) of the grapes;

• 4 years vinification/refinement every vintage;

• Extremely elegant and territorial;

• Potent and age-worthy;

Amarone Docg 
Parcels: Macie, Crachi; Terase
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"TERRITORIAL, TOP QUALITY WINE, FROM SELECTED PARCELS OF THE 
ESTATE"

• A complex and «gastronomic» piece of art;

• Top class «appassimento» grapes wine;

• A blend of few selected parcels to create the perfect «Profasio 

cru»;

• Potent, elegant and territorial;

“Profasio” - Valpolicella Superiore Doc
Parcels: Macie, Terase

WINES

MASSIMAGO “PARCEL SELECTION”
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"RICH & FRUITY WINES. COMPLEX, & FULL OF PERSONALITY".

• Complex & juicy Amarone from the clay lowest elevated vines;

• 90 days appassimento in Massimago drying warehouse;

• Aged in French tonneaux;

• Organic, with low content of sulfites;

• Captivating un-classic image;

• Light bottles, recyclable materials;

WINES

“Conte Gastone” -  Amarone della Valpolicella Docg

MASSIMAGO “PORTRAITS”
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• Made with the famous re-fermentation process of Valpolicella wine on Amarone skins;

• 2 years vinification/ refinement every vintage;

• Dry, fresh and fruity;

• Organic, with low content of sulfites;

• Light bottles, recyclable materials.

“Marchesa Mariabella” -  Valpolicella Ripasso Doc

"RICH & FRUITY WINES. COMPLEX, & FULL OF PERSONALITY".

WINES

MASSIMAGO “PORTRAITS”
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“Duca Fedele”  -  Valpolicella Doc

"RICH & FRUITY WINES. COMPLEX, & FULL OF PERSONALITY".

WINES

MASSIMAGO “PORTRAITS”

• Valpolicella is the authentic expression of its territory;

• From fresh native grapes of Massimago estate;

• Extremely «gastronomic» and elegant wine;

• Very dynamic drinkability;

• Food-friendly: international cuisine;

• Low sulfites; 

• Light bottles, recyclable materials.
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“Duchessa Allegra” -  Garganega Igt

"RICH & FRUITY WINES. COMPLEX, & FULL OF PERSONALITY".

WINES

MASSIMAGO “PORTRAITS”

• Territorial, fruity, & mineral white wine;

• From the heart of Massimago, only limestone soil parcel;

• The most important white grape variety in Veneto;

• The perfect wine for a wide range of pairings;

• Limited edition wine. Only a few thousand bottles produced every year;

• Light bottles, recyclable materials.
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• Luxury unique bubbles made in Valpolicella;

• The first sparkling rosè produced in the region;

• Produced with native grape varieties of Valpolicella;

• The only sparkling wine made with Amarone grapes;

• From limestone parcels only, to increase freshness and elegance in wine;

• Elegant, floral and complex.

“Magò” - Sparkling Rosè Brut 

WINES

”THE CREATIVE SIDE OF VALPOLICELLA"
MASSIMAGO “INNOVATION”



• The first (and only) bottle re-fermented rosè wine made with native red varieties of Valpolicella;

• Fresh and easy-going wine;

• Organic, with low content of sulfites; 

• Pocket-size (0,50l) beer style bottle (easy to store, light to carry);

• Light bottles, recyclable materials; 

• Food-friendly: made for plenty of food pairings and international cuisine.
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“Zurlie” - Rosè (Pet-nat)

WINES

”THE CREATIVE SIDE OF VALPOLICELLA"
MASSIMAGO “INNOVATION”
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MASSIMAGO HOSPITALITY

Massimago Wine Relais welcomes its 
guests in the most shining bright green 
of its round hills. A unique landscape, 

since  a long time, first and main 
inspiration for its  family tradition.

WINE RELAIS WINE SUITES WINE TOWER

EMBEDDED IN MEZZANE,
ONE OF THE FINEST 

AND WILDEST VALPOLICELLA’S VALLEYS 

A BOUTIQUE HOTEL 
IN THE HEART OF VERONA, 

A FEW METERS FROM 
THE ARENA

AMONG THE STREETS 
OF THE OLD CITY OF PADUA, 

ONLY A KEEN OBSERVER 
WILL FIND HIS TREASURE

Massimago gives you one of the 
highest wine hospitality experience: the 

ancient renovate palace, encloses 
6 spacious and bright suites with and  
elegant style, at just few meters from 

the Roman age Arena di Verona. 

 A beautiful authentic XIV century’s 
tower, located in our private garden. 

Safe from prying eyes, 
this Tower is a shelter of peace, where 
you can breathe the history of its great 

past.
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THE HOSPITALITY BUSINESS

Luxury antique buildings 
located in unique 

environments 

BESIDES EXCELLENCE WINE PRODUCTION, MASSIMAGO IS LUXURY HOSPITALITY BUSINESS 
IMBUED WITH THE SAME PHILOSOPHY

Every facility is 
excellently furnished 
and remodernized

Quiet, relax & proximity 
to the main city’s 

cultural attractions. In 
one word: 

MaximumAgium

All facilities recreate a 
modern-antique 

perception. Design & 
ornaments are inspired 

by wine

TRADITION INNOVATION EXCELLENCE CREATIVITY
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Contacts and social media 

@massimagocantina
Winery and Vineyards

@massimago
Massimago 

Valpolicella Winery

@massimago 
The Amarone 

Wine Company

Via Giare, 11
Mezzane di Sotto (VR)

37030

info@massimago.com 
+39 3426604566

Facebook Instagram LinkedIn Contacts


